
Sunday, July 29, 2012
David H. McKinley, Pastor 

“Children Just Need Love 
(and That’s All)”

Notes:

Statistic/American Views
 • Barely 1/2 of adults are married—median age

 for marriage has never been higher
 • 39% say marriage is becoming obsolete
 • 45% favor changing views and attitudes

 
    about the definition of marriage and support 

gay rights marriage advocates
 • 1/3 births are “unintended pregnancies”
 • 41% of births occur outside the context of

  marriage

“I don’t think that trend is going to change. 
I believe it will accelerate. For lots of reasons, 
including the fact that we haven’t come up 
with a structure for marriage that pays much 
heed to each spouses’s need for independence 
(never mind sexual fulfillment), divorce rates 
will continue to rise, and marriage will continue 
to fall out of favor.” —Dr. Keith Ablow

1. Core psychological questions about whether 
as a product of a sexual union that did not lead 
to a clear family architecture, they are not truly 
‘good’ or ‘worthwhile’ and may represent living 
remnants of a story line gone awry.
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2. Often unspoken, sometimes unconscious, 
fears for the well being of the parent with 
whom they are not living…

3. Fear about what will happen if their primary 
caretaker should die—or an inability to cope 
with the notion of such a tragedy, with result-
ing exaggerated fear of loss of loved ones.

4. Deep concerns about whether expressing 
loving and positive feelings about one parent 
to the other will be unwelcome, potentially 
leading to the child developing a manipulative 
personality style or a reticence to share loving 
feelings, in general, later in life.

“I am not saying that forcing couples to marry 
should be the solution, nor that forcing unhap-
py couples to stay married will be a solution. 
Unhappy cohabitation may be more damaging 
than single parenting. However, with the trend 
toward single parenting accelerating, it is 
absolutely time to decipher what messages 
and reassurance children should receive.”” 
      —Dr. Keith Ablow

Notes:

Children are Not Products of 

________________________, But Gifts of 

_________________ For All Humanity

Genesis 1:27-28
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“Parenthood is God’s gift to us. This is true 
even in a fallen world, infected with the curse 
of sin. In the midst of all that’s evil, children are 
tokens of God’s loving kindness. They are living 
proof that God’s mercy extends to fallen, sinful 
creatures.” —John MacArthur

10 times = “be fruitful and multiply”

Notes:

Psalm 127:3-5

Children are _____________________ 

of God Born Into This World That 

They May _____________ Him, 

_____________ Him and

______________ For His Glory

Psalm 139:13-16

Notes:

Malachi 2:10, 14-16
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Children Need Love, It is True, 
But They Need the Lasting 

______________________ of Parents 

Who Intentionally _______________ 
Them Socially, Ethically, Morally 

and Spiritually

Notes:

Deuteronomy 6:6-7

“This principle was built into the Law of 
Sinai… That is God’s own definition of the 

  
    

parent’s task. It means parenting is a full-time 
assignment in every sense of the expression. 
No phase of life is exempt. Not one hour of the 
day is excluded. There is no time-out for the 
parent who wants to be faithful to this calling.” 

—John MacArthur

Notes:

Ephesians 6:4

Proverbs 29:15
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“If your definition of ‘love‘ stresses affection-
ate feelings more than unselfish actions, you 
will cripple your ability to maintain and grow 
strong love relationships. On the other hand, if 
you stress the action of love over the feeling, 
you enhance and establish the feeling. This is 
one of the secrets of living life, as well as mar-
riage.” —Timothy Keller

Matthew 22:39

Do you want ___________________ or 

_____________________ when it comes 
to love?

John 3:16

•  •  •  •  •  •  •

To print your answers, email* this document to 
your personal email through the App, PDF Expert:
1. Select “Actions”
2. Select “Send by E-mail”
3. Select “Document”
4. Type your personal email address
5. Press “Send”

*Mobile users: If you are having trouble locating the 
menu navigation in PDF Expert, reduce the size of this 
page and tap once in the background screen.
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